As a member of the Ethical Tea Partnership, we are committed to a model that promotes sustainability and a platform that promotes mutual recognition and benefit to all parties involved in the valuable tea industry across the globe.

As such, together with our customers and partners, we support our suppliers through sharing of information and requirements with parties on both sides of our business dealing to enable the best value, meeting customer requirements as well as ensuring our suppliers receive a fair price and means to sustain not only their business but also encouraging growth.

To serve the world’s tea brands and tea consumers we have invested and continue to grow with our certification with regards to food safety as well as ethical and sustainable initiatives. To this end Heritage is committed to being a company that plans and actions our requirements from our sources and supplier, who work closely with Heritage.

Heritage is further committed to the human rights of all our sources and suppliers, but this aspect begins with us. We ensure that we do our most with best practices for our employees and service providers. We understand that when we example this fundamental principle learning from ethical platforms and study, our partners also see changes and benefits. To this end Heritage is working with supply chain actors to introduce and maintain human rights initiatives as an integral part of business within our shared industry.

Coupled with our commitment to sustainability, working with our partners on human rights initiatives and creating value for all parties, we also drive our corporate social responsibility with which we give back to society through various charities and initiatives.

Heritage has set the framework and is continually improving it withing our own company to sustain growth thus enabling us to help others grow for the benefit of all.
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